
Water World Homeowner 
Schuyler Hinnant commissioned 
Ed Waskiewicz to create the 
oyster-shaped weather vane that 
tops the house (this photo) as a 
birthday present for her husband. 
The downstairs powder room 
(opposite page) features a shell-
trimmed mirror against a Lee Jofa 
grasscloth. See Resources.   
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A former working 
oyster house transforms 

into a sublime 
showstopper on the 

Five Mile River

RowaytonPearlThe of



Breezy Living In the living room (this photo), an 
Oomph coffee table anchors sofas and club chairs 

covered in a Perennials fabric; the blue stools 
and throw pillows are upholstered in Pierre Frey 

fabric; the patterned pillows are in a Madeline 
Weinrib fabric. Rug is through JD Staron. The 

oyster-shell door knocker (right) was designed by 
Ed Waskiewicz. In the entry (far right), a runner 

by Magdelena York graces the stained hardwood 
floors; the lantern is through Oomph, and the 

bench is from Oly Studio. See Resources.  

W
HEN SCHUYLER AND CHARLIE HINNANT 
were looking for inspiration for their new waterfront 
home in Rowayton, they didn’t have far to go: The 
building was once a working oyster house, one of 
several that lined the Five Mile River. “We wanted to 
keep it true to itself and focus on the oyster theme,” says 
Schuyler. Located in the historic Oysterman’s Row, the 
home sits next to the community dock, where a flotilla 
of kayaks and paddleboards rests on the rocky beach. 
The couple’s own boats—a Hinckley Talaria 44 and 

Boston Whaler—are tied up at the end of their gangway. “On the weekends when we’re home, guests 
will drop by in their boats, and we’ll have a glass of wine on the dock,” says Schuyler. 

The couple had lived in the home for years before buying it. “It was Charlie’s bachelor pad when we 
met,” Schuyler recalls. When they married, they set out to transform the property into the house of their 
dreams. “It was a new marriage for both of us,” says Schuyler. “We wanted a fresh start.” They envisioned 
something that would take advantage of the river views, reflect their love of the sea and—most of all—
embrace the building’s storied past.

A fresh start was one thing. Starting from scratch, another. “It was a nonconforming house on a non-
conforming lot,” says Schuyler. To help bring their vision to life—and navigate the maze of coastal regu-
lations, they hired the South Norwalk–based architectural firm of Bruce Beinfeld. The goal was to keep 
the original footprint. In order to gain more space, the builder—the Hinnant’s longtime neighbor David 
Chute—took down the original detached garage and added a new garage to the back of the house. This 
enabled them to build up, instead of out, essentially doubling the square footage. The interior was gutted 
and the layout completely reconfigured. From the garage, a central staircase wraps around an elevator, 
which rises six levels, most with panoramic water views.
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Nature Inspired In the dining room (opposite), a Circa Lighting chandelier suspends 
over a table with a base of strangler-vine root. Kitchen cabinetry in a Christopher 
Peacock Cookham Grey (above) sports Sutton Square hardware from Bauerware. 
Limestone countertops from Fox Marble complement Walker Zanger backsplash tile. 
A Horchow faux-porcupine Janice mirror is an entryway showstopper (right). See 
Resources.  

“One of the more remarkable aspects of the house is the way it fits together in a three-dimensional 
kind of way,” says Beinfeld. “We were able to give them so many areas to enjoy, each with its own per-
sonality.” The showstopper is the main living area, where a custom kitchen by Deane flows seamlessly 
into a bright, breezy living room, which leads out to a teak deck. When the weather is fine, the couple 
can open the NanaWall glass doors that separate the two areas, enhancing the sense of openness.

The biggest challenge, says project architect Mark Goodwin, was creating enough storage space. The 
architects took advantage of every bit of space, fashioning closets and drawers in the most unexpected 
spots. The end result is very yacht-like—down to the door latches and cleating hardware.

When it came time for the interiors, Schuyler called on her friend Lynn Morgan, whose office is 
right down the block. The Savannah-born designer had previously done a home for the Hinnants 
in Palmetto Bluff. “Sky is very chic, very understated,” says Morgan. “She is the personification of all-
American ease.” With that in mind, the designer chose a crisp blue-and-white palette, and played up 
the oyster and nautical themes throughout.

Stained hardwood floors of oak, mahogany and teak are covered with simple neutral area rugs in 
sisal and cotton; horizontal shiplap planking is painted a soft oyster hue. In the living room, sofas and 
chairs are covered in low-maintenance Perennials indoor/outdoor fabric and topped with blue and white 
throw pillows. A pair of Christopher Spitzmiller lamps grace Oomph side tables. By contrast, the din-
ing room has a moodier, more glamorous vibe, with its silver-leafed ceiling, blue lacquered windows and 
pearly gray-blue Phillip Jeffries grasscloth walls. An Anne Packard oil painting, which used to hang in 
Charlie’s office at work, now holds pride of place on the wall between two silver scallop sconces.

“To me, this is just a perfect house for Rowayton,” says Morgan. “It’s the right size and proportion; it 
has the right stonework. It fits in and makes everyone around them feel good.” ✹

A River Runs Through It (clockwise across spread from this 
photo) The house shares a waterfront perch with the community 

dock. For passing boaters “the interior is like a Hollywood 
stage set,” says the designer. In the living room, Christopher 

Spitzmiller lamps sit atop Oomph side tables. The blue pendant 
lights in the open-plan kitchen designed by Deane are by Urban 
Electric. The deck is perfect for an al fresco feast. Lynn Morgan 

takes the helm. Sailing is a popular pastime on the river. An 
oysterman unloads the day’s catch. See Resources.  



Glamour Shot (this page) 
In the dining room, a hex-
agonal chandelier from 
Chameleon Fine Lighting 
hangs above a Holly Hunt 
table. A striped Dhurrie 
by JD Staron plays off the 
Travers linen chair fabric. 
Nautical Flair (opposite 
page clockwise from top) 
In the family room with its 
arched yacht-like ceiling, 
a China Seas Quadrille 
fabric covers the window 
seat, and the furnishings 
are upholstered in Romo’s 
Linara Cloud. The coffee 
table is through Hickory 
Chair; the brass sconces 
are by Urban Electric. The 
shell console is through 
Noir Furniture. On the top 
floor, polished teak and 
holly floors evoke a luxury 
yacht. The entry courtyard 
offers a spot of privacy. 
See Resources.
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Ship’s Mate (this page) A ship’s bunk, complete with cleating hardware and a hidden trundle, was custom made for the homeowners’ grandchildren. Serene 
Sanctuary (opposite page, top) The guest-room walls are done in a Phillip Jeffries grasscloth; Oomph bedside tables flank a custom headboard; the mirror is 
from Made Goods. Perennials window panels sport a coral Pindler & Pindler trim. Shining Examples (opposite page, bottom, left to right) A hanging lantern in 
the stairwell is from Treilliage. An Anne Packard oil on driftwood hangs above coat pegs in the mudroom. Shimmery guest bathroom tile through D&D Fine 
Homes catches reflections from a Hudson Valley Lighting sconce. See Resources.


